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Not a balloons and full-blow party, but historic in all the month of February, the University of Kansas invites all the University community to the alumni center, the University House, on the 14th of February, for an evening of food, drinks, and entertainment. The event will feature live music, a buffet-style dinner, and cash bar. There will also be awards for the best costume and live entertainment. This is a great opportunity to reconnect with old friends and meet new ones. Come and join us for an unforgettable evening.

Sofia de la O awarded ACS Scholarship

Sofia de la O, a junior at KU majoring in chemical engineering, has been awarded the ACS Scholarship. Sofia has been a member of the chemistry department's undergraduate student organization, the C&PE, for the past two years. She has also been a research assistant in the laboratory of Dr. Laurence Weatherley, where she has worked on projects related to catalysis. Sofia plans to use the scholarship to continue her studies and pursue a career in research.

Phuja Bhat (new a Faculty Editor for CTE

Phuja Bhat has been appointed as the new Faculty Editor for the Center for Teaching Excellence (CTE). Phuja is a Ph.D. candidate in chemical engineering at KU and has been involved with CTE since 2015. She has served on CTE's Faculty Development Committee and has facilitated workshops on effective teaching strategies. Phuja is excited to take on this new role and help faculty across the university improve their teaching practices.

Time for a Deep Breath and Fall Break

With the start of the fall semester, it's time to take a deep breath and enjoy the fall break. This is a great opportunity to recharge and catch up on any tasks or projects that may have fallen behind during the summer months. Recharge during this time and use the break to plan for the remaining semester. Enjoy the break and come back to school refreshed and ready to tackle the next academic year.
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Catalyst: A Journal on Chemical and Physical Catalysis

Catalyst is a journal that publishes original research articles on chemical and physical catalysis. The journal covers a wide range of topics, including catalytic processes, catalytic reactions, and catalytic materials. The latest issue features a study on the use of lanthanide catalysts in hydrogenation reactions. The study demonstrates the potential of lanthanide catalysts for improving the efficiency and selectivity of hydrogenation reactions.

CPED Post Doc Nation 2017-2018 Staff Fellow

Dr. Julian Silverman has been appointed as the CPED Post Doc Nation 2017-2018 Staff Fellow. Dr. Silverman is a postdoctoral researcher in the chemical engineering department and has expertise in computational chemistry. He will be working on projects related to the development of new catalytic materials.

Quote of the Month

"The first step is to establish that something is possible; then probability will occur." - John Nash

To read more about Prof. Shiflett's other recent news and achievements, click here.

To read more about this, click here.

To read more about Dr. Weatherley's research, click here.

To read more about the lab's activities, click here.

To read more about the lab's research, click here.